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Abstract. It will be shown that if G is a graph of order n which contains a triangle, a cycle of
length n or n ÿ 1 and at least cn odd cycles of di¨erent lengths for some positive constant c,
then there exists some positive constant k  k c such that G contains at least kn 1=6 even
cycles of di¨erent lengths. Other results on the number of even cycle lengths which appear
in graphs with many di¨erent odd length cycles will be given.

1. Results
All the graphs G  V ; E considered will be ®nite, undirected, and simple and,
unless otherwise stated, will be of order jV j  n. The neighborhood of a vertex u
in G will be denoted by NG u, or just N u when the meaning of the graph G is
clear. If H and F are subsets of V, let N H  6v A H N v and NF H  N H
V F . All cycles and paths will be elementary (no repeated vertices except for the
®rst and last vertex of a cycle) and will be given an orientation when necessary. If
C  c1 c2 . . . cp c1 is a cycle oriented with increasing subscripts, then Cci ; cj  is the
subpath ci ci1 . . . cj , and Ccj ; ci  the subpath cj cjÿ1 . . . ci , where the indices are
taken modulo p. We consider Cci ; cj  and Ccj ; ci  both as paths and as vertex sets.
Also we de®ne C ci ; cj   Cci1 ; cj  and Cci ; cj   Cci ; cjÿ1  for i < j, C ci ; cj  
ÿ
Cci1 ; cjÿ1  for i  1 U j ÿ 1, and for any i, c
i  ci1 , ci  ciÿ1 . We will use
similar de®nitions for a path. The length of a cycle or a path is the number of
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edges in the cycle or path. If xy is a chord of a cyclically oriented cycle C (or path
P), the length of x y is the length of the path Cx; y (or Px; y). Two chords a1 b1
and a2 b2 of the same cycle (or path) are said to be intersecting if their endvertices
are di¨erent and occur in either the order a1 ; a2 ; b1 ; b2 or the order a2 ; a1 ; b2 ; b1 on
the cycle (or path). A set of chords ai bi ; i  1; . . . ; k, will be called strongly parallel
if the (not necessarily distinct) endvertices occur in the order a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ak ;
bk ; . . . ; b2 ; b1 . Other notation and terminology can be found in [2].
In recent years there have been many results in the literature dealing with cycle
lengths. The more classical results have been su½cient conditions to insure the
existence of a cycle of length at least m, where m U n is a positive integer, with the
particular case m  n implying a hamiltonian cycle. Given integers 3 U m1 U
m2 U n, su½cient conditions have been given which imply the existence of cycles
of each length between m1 and m2 . When m1 is the girth of the graph and m2 is the
circumference of the graph, then the graph is called a weakly pancyclic graph. In
particular, su½cient conditions for a graph to be pancyclic, which is the case when
m1  3 and m2  n, have been investigated. Most of those results involve either a
minimum degree or a neighborhood union condition, and so require many edges.
At the other extreme is a result in Bondy's survey [1], which is stated without
proof, that there exist in®nitely many pancyclic graphs containing at most
n  log2 n  log2 n edges (log2 n is the least number of iterations of the log2 function one has to apply on n to get a value less than or equal to 1). The techniques in
the next sections can be used to give a recursive construction for Bondy's result.
Some new areas of investigation on cycles follow from a recent question of
Erdo00 s and Faudree. The cycle spectrum of a graph G of order n is the subset of
f3; 4; . . . ; ng that represents the collection of cycle lengths present in G. How many
of the 2 nÿ2 subsets of this set can actually be the cycle spectrum of a graph G of
order n, or if G is hamiltonian, how many of the 2 nÿ3 possible subsets can be a
cycle spectrum? Do the existence of certain cycle lengths imply the existence of
other cycle lengths? In this paper we are interested in the existence of cycles of
even lengths in a graph; more precisely, how to insure that a graph contains at
nÿ1
. Some results in this direction
least m even cycles of di¨erent lengths, m U
2
can be found in [3], [4], and [5], but in all cases many edges are required. Our
condition is very di¨erent and in some sense weaker, since it rests on the number
of odd cycles of di¨erent lengths in the graph. This allows us to consider very
sparse graphs, and it also has implications for the basic question on the cycle
spectrum. Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph of order n containing a triangle, a cycle of length n or
n ÿ 1 and at least cn odd cycles of di¨erent lengths for some positive constant c.
Then, there exists some positive constant k  k c such that G contains at least
kn 1=6 even cycles of di¨erent lengths.
Theorem 1 is probably not sharp, but Example 2 in the next section indicates
that it is not possible to obtain more than kn 1=3 di¨erent even cycle lengths. Theorem 1 has the following immediate corollary.
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Theorem 2. There exists some positive constant k such that if G is a graph of order n
containing odd cycles of all possible lengths, then G contains at least kn 1=6 even
cycles of di¨erent lengths.
If the existence of a triangle among the cn di¨erent odd cycle lengths is not
assumed in a hamiltonian graph of order n, then a weaker lower bound on the
number of di¨erent even cycle lengths can be proved provided n is even.
Theorem 3. If G is a hamiltonian graph of even order n with at least cn odd cycles
of
p
di¨erent length, where c is some positive constant, then G contains at least k log2 n
even cycles of di¨erent lengths for some positive constant k  k c.
We ®nish this section by considering the weakly pancyclic nature of such
graphs, and in particular with the following result concerning the length of a
smallest and a largest even cycle in a hamiltonian graph containing all the odd
cycle lengths.
Theorem 4. Let G be a hamiltonian graph of order n containing odd cycles
p of all
possible lengths. Then G contains an even cycle of length less than 4 2n, and it
n  3
.
contains an even cycle of length at least
3
2. Examples and Open Problems
We begin this section with some special graphs that satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem 1, and in fact Theorem 2, and give an upper bound on the number of
di¨erent even cycle lengths in such graphs. Related examples will also be presented
that deal with the conditions of Theorem 3, where the existence of a triangle is not
assumed.
A basic construction in several of the examples is the ladder. Given two
vertices a and b, the ladder of basis ab, step i, and height j will be denoted by
L ab; i; j, and is de®ned as follows. Construct a path with endvertices a and b
with vertices a; a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; a iÿ1 j ; b iÿ1 j ; b iÿ1 jÿ1 ; . . . ; b1 ; b in that order on the
path and add the edges a iÿ1k b iÿ1k , for 1 U k U j. Thus, for example the ladder
L ab; 2; j has j paths of length 3; 5; 7; . . . ; 2 j  1 between a and b. If ab is an
edge, then there are j cycles of length 4; 6; 8; . . . ; 2 j  2. More generally, if ab
is an edge, the ladder L ab; i; j has j cycles of lengths 2i; 2i  2 i ÿ 1; . . . ;
2i  2 j ÿ 1 i ÿ 1.
The next two examples give upper bounds on the number of di¨erent even
cycle lengths that can occur in a graph where the hypothesis of Theorem 1 can
hold. The ®rst deals with the case when the graph is of even order, and the second
when the graph is of odd order.
1=8

Example 1. Let n0 be a positive integer such that n0 is integer. Let G1 be the
1=8
graph obtained from a pentagon abcdea by adding the ®ve ladders L ab; 2; n0 ,
1=8 1=8
1=4 1=8
3=8 1=8
1=2 1=2
L bc; n0 ; n0 , L cd; n0 ; n0 , L de; n0 ; n0 , L ea; n0 ; n0  and a vertex x
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joined to the two endvertices of the top rung of the last ladder. Then n1  jV G1 j
is even, G1 satis®es the hypotheses of Theorem 1, (in fact G1 has odd cycles of each
1=2
possible length) and has no more than kn1 di¨erent even cycle lengths for some
positive constant k (independent of n1 ).
1=3

n0
is an integer. Then, a
2
construction analogous to the one used for a pentagon can be used on a triangle.
Let G2 be the graph obtained
! from the triangle
! abc by adding the ladders
1=3
2=3
n
n
1=3
1=3
1=3
L ab; 2; n0 , L bc; 0 ; n0
, L ca; 0 ; n0
. Then jV G2 j  n2 is odd, G2
2
2
satis®es the hypothesis of Theorem 1 (in fact G2 has odd cycles of every possible
1=3
length), and has no more than kn2 di¨erent even cycle lengths for some positive
constant k (independent of n2 ).
Example 2. Let n0 be a positive integer such that

Example 3. The construction in Example 2 can be generalized to every odd
1= 2p1

polygon C2p1  a1 a2 . . . a2p1 a1 by adding the ladders L a1 a2 ; 2; n0
!
iÿ1= 2p1
n
1=2p1
; n0
, 2 U i U 2 p  1, where the subscripts are
and L ai ai1 ; 0
2
1=2p1
is an even integer. The graph
considered modulo 2 p  1 and n0 is such that n0
G3 obtained in that way is of odd order n, has all odd length cycles of length at
1= 2p1
least 2p  1 (but no triangle), and for some k, G3 has at most kn2
di¨erent
even cycle lengths.

Example 2. n0  64, n  75
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There is a gap between the bounds given in Theorems 1 and 2 and those in
Examples 1 and 2. Perhaps the constructions above are the best one may achieve,
and the the lower bound in Theorem 2 can be moved from kn 1=6 to kn 1=3 . We
formulate this in a general conjecture as follows.
Conjecture. If G is a graph of order n and t a ®xed integer such that G contains
cycles of each odd length at least 2t  1, then G contains at least kn 1= 2t1 di¨erent
length even cycles for some constant k. In particular, if G contains cycles of each
odd length, then G has at least kn 1=3 di¨erent even cycle lengths.
If a hamiltonian graph of odd order n has cn di¨erent odd cycle lengths (c is a
constant), then the next example gives an upper bound of order of magnitude log n
on the number of di¨erent even cycle lengths. This example indicates that the
existence of a triangle in the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is necessary.
Example 4. Let p be an even positive integer and G4 the graph obtained from a
cycle of length n4  2 p  p ÿ 1 with vertices labelled x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; x2 p pÿ1 by adding
the edges x2 j j x2 j1 j1 , for j  1; 2 . . . ; p ÿ 1, with x2 p p  x1 . This graph of odd
order contains all the odd cycles of length greater than log2 n4 (obtained by skipping the correct number of vertices). Thus, G4 has at least cn4 di¨erent odd cycle
lengths for some positive constant c independent of n4 , but G4 has less than log2 n4
even cycles of di¨erent lengths, since all such cycles come from using precisely one
chord of the cycle Cn4 .
The following example indicates that there exists a hamiltonian graph G of odd
order n without triangles, with a positive fraction of all possible odd cycle lengths,
but only a constant number c of even cycle lengths, where c is not a function of n.
Note that neither Example 4 nor Example 5 satis®es the hypothesis of Theorem 3,
since the graphs are not of even order.
Example 5. Let G5 be the graph obtained from l disjoint copies of the complete
bipartite graph Kh; h and one vertex x0 as follows. Assume that the i th copy of Kh; h
has bipartite sets fx1i ; x2i ; . . . ; xhi g and fy1i ; y2i ; . . . ; yhi g. For every 1 U i U l ÿ 1, yhi
is joined to each vertex in fx1i1 ; x2i1 ; . . . ; xhi1 g, and yhl is joined to x0 ;
furthermore, x0 is joined to each vertex in fx11 ; x21 ; . . . ; xh1 g. This graph G5 has
order n5  2hl  1, it contains all the odd cycle lengths from 2l  1 to n5 , but has
only h ÿ 1 di¨erent even cycle lengths, namely 4; 6; . . . ; 2h.
The next example veri®es that the lower bound on the longest even cycle in
Theorem 4 is essentially sharp.
Example 6. Let G6 be the graph obtained from a triangle by taking 3 copies of a
complete bipartite graph Km; m and identifying one edge of each of the Km; m with a
di¨erent edge of the triangle. This graph has 6m ÿ 3 vertices, all of the odd cycle
lengths, and only even cycles of length at most 2m. Replacing one of the Km; m with
a Km; m1 will give a graph of even order 6m ÿ 2 that contains all odd cycle
lengths, and only even cycles of length at most 2m.
In addition to the problem of sharpening the results in Theorems 3 and 4 and
verifying the conjecture, there are other interesting questions. The questions being
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considered so far deal only with the number of di¨erent cycle lengths, and do not
consider the distribution of the even cycle lengths. It is natural to ask about the
existence of particular even cycle lengths, or the existence of intervals of even cycle
lengths. These are much more di½cult questions.
3. Proof of the Theorems
First, we will establish the technical lemmas that will be used several times to
count the number of even cycles of di¨erent lengths in a graph.
Lemma 1. If Gs is a graph obtained from acycle by adding a set of s ÿ 1 strongly
s
parallel chords, then Gs contains at least
di¨erent even cycle lengths.
2
Proof. We can assume that Gs is the graph obtained from the cycle C  x1 x2   
xr1 yr2    y2 y1 x1 by adding the strongly parallel set of s ÿ 1 chords ek  xik yjk ,
1 U k U s ÿ 1. Let e0  x1 y1 , es  xr1 yr2 , and
 Dk be the cycle determined by the
s
edge e0 and the chord ek for 1 U k U s. If
of the cycles are even, we are done,
2
 
s
 1 are all odd cycles considered
so we can assume that Dk1 ; Dk2 ; . . . ; Dkp ; p V
2
in increasing order, where Dki is the cycle determined by the edge e0 and the
chord eki . Now, each of the p ÿ 1 cycles in Gs determined by the two chords ek1
and eki , for 2 U i U p, is even, since each such length is the di¨erence of two odd
integers.
r
Lemma 2. Assume that the graph G contains
acycle with q chords that are pairwise

q ÿ 1
even cycles of di¨erent lengths.
intersecting. Then G contains at least
2
Proof. Let ai bi , 1 U i U q be the q chords of a cycle C, and we can assume that
ai A C aiÿ1 ai1 , for 2 U i U q ÿ 1. Consider the cycle C 0 determined by the two
chords a1 b1 and aq bq that contains the vertices a2 ; a3 ; . . . ; aqÿ1 and b2 ; b3 ; . . . ; bqÿ1 .
0
a
The q chords are intersecting in C, hence the remaining q ÿ 2 chords
 of C form

q
ÿ
1
strongly parallel set of chords in C 0 . Thus, by Lemma 1, there are
even
2
cycles of di¨erent lengths.
r
Lemma 3. If apath P from x to y has q chords each of the same length, then there
q
paths from x to y of di¨erent lengths.
are at least
3
Proof. Let A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Aq be the q chords of P of the same length, and assume they
are ordered consistent with the ordering of the vertices of P. Color the chord A1
red, and also color red all of the chords that intersect A1 , say for example,
A2 ; . . . ; Aj . Then, color Aj1 blue as well as the chords that follow and intersect
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Aj1 . Continue this procedure alternately using colors red and blue until all of the
q chords are colored.
  The largest color class, say red with no loss of generality, will
q
chords. Denote this family by F. Note that for some r, the
have at least t V
2
family of chords F can be partitioned into subfamilies F1 ; F2 ; . . . ; Fr such that
chords from di¨erent subfamilies do not intersect, and in each subfamily all of the
chords are pairwise intersecting, and in particular each intersect the ®rst chord of
the family. These subfamilies correspond to the di¨erent maximal pairwise disjoint
red subfamilies of F.
Consider the subfamily F1 with chords B1 ; B2 ; . . . ; Bs . If s  1, then there are
two di¨erent path lengths from x to y, one using the chord B1 and the other using
only edges of the path P. Note that di¨erent sets of chords may produce the same
path length. However, if s  2, then there are also at least two di¨erent path
lengths from x to y obtained by using the appropriate two of the three possibilities
of no chords, B1 or fB1 ; B2 g. For s V 3 there are at least s ÿ 1 di¨erent path
lengths using the s ÿ 1 sets of chords fB1 ; B2 g, fB1 ; B3 g; . . . fB1 ; Bs g. Thus, in all
2s
cases there are at least
di¨erent path lengths associated with the subfamily F1 ,
3
and of course the same is true for all of the other subfamilies. Since the subfamilies
of chords do not intersect, the totalnumber
  of
 di¨erent path lengths associated
2t
q
V
.
r
with all of the subfamilies is at least
3
3
We now prove three preliminary lemmas before deducing the two theorems
stated in the introduction.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph of order n and size n  t containing a cycle of length n
or n ÿ 1 and a triangle. Then there exists
p some positive constant k (independent of n
and t) such that G contains at least k t even cycles of di¨erent lengths.
Proof. Suppose that G ful®lls the hypothesis of Lemma 4 and let C be a cycle of
maximum length (i.e. hamiltonian or of length n ÿ 1). Let T  fa; b; cg be a triangle of G whose vertices b and c are on C and a A C c; b if a A V C. By Lemma
1, we can assume that no vertex,pin particular, the possible vertex o¨ C or the
vertex a, has degree as large as k1 t for some constant k1 . We will now consider
two cases, which depend on whether or not a positive proportion of the chords of
C are intersecting with an edge of the triangle T. The pigeonhole principle shows
that at least one of the two possibilities below, Case 1 or Case 2, holds, where
without loss of generality we assume that bc is the involved edge of T.
Case 1. There are k2 t chords of C that are chords of Cb; c.
p
Case 1.1. First we assume that at least k2 t chords of Cb; c have di¨erent
lengths. Then, at least half of those chords, say fei  ai bi g, for 1 U i U p, have the
same parity. Considering the p paths obtained successively from Cb; c by
bi  by the corresponding chord and using the edge cb or the path
replacing Cap
i ; 
cab, we get 12 k2 t even cycles of di¨erent lengths.
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p
k2 t chords
of Cb; c have the same
p
k2 t
di¨erent path lengths
length and equal to m. By Lemma 3 there are at least
3
p
k2 t
di¨erent path lengths from b to c of
from b to c. Therefore, there are at least
6
the same parity, which implies that there are at least that many di¨erent even cycle
lengths, since the parity can be adjusted by using either the edge cb or the path
cab.
Case 1.2. We can now assume that at least

Case 2. There are p V k2 t chords of C intersecting the chord bc.
In the following argument we shall assume that these chords have distinct
endvertices. It is straightforward to verify that the general case can be reduced to
this combinatorially equivalent version (by successively replacing endvertices of
chords that coincide by distinct vertices along the cycle without changing the
intersections among chords).
Label by a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ap (respectively bp ; bpÿ1 ; . . . ; b1 ) the endvertices of
the chords that intersect bc in Cb; c (respectively Cc; b) according to
the increasing order induced by C. Also, let bf i be the endvertex of the chord with
endvertex ai . If i < j and f i < f j, then the chords ai bf i and aj bf j intersect,
and otherwise they are parallel. By a theorem of Erdo00 s and Szekeres, the sequence
p
bp ; bpÿ1 ; . . . ; b1  has a subsequence of length at least p that is either strictly
increasing or strictly decreasing (see [6], problem 25, page 497). Associated with an
p
increasing sequence is a set of at least p pairwise intersecting chords, and assop
ciated with a decreasing sequence is a set of at least pstrongly parallel
chords.
 p
p
p ÿ 1
V k3 t even
Therefore, by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, there are at least
2
cycles of di¨erent lengths for some constant k3 .
r
The next technical lemma proves two variants of a well-known statement on
monotone subsequences and will be used in the proof of Lemma 6.
Lemma 5. (1) If n1 > n2 >    > nk is a sequence of integers with ni  mi  mi0 , for
1 U i U k, then at least one of the sequences fmi gi1; 2;...; k or fmi0 gi1; 2;...; k contains
a strictly decreasing subsequence of length at least k 1=2 .
(2) If n1 > n2 >    > nk is a sequence of integers with ni  mi  mi0  mi00 , for
1 U i U k, then at least one of the sequences fmi gi1; 2;...; k , fmi0 gi1; 2;...; k or
fmi00 gi1; 2;...; k contains a strictly decreasing subsequence of length at least k 1=3 .
Proof. (1) Let S1  fmi gi1; 2;...; k . Select the nondecreasing subsequence
A1  fmij gj1; 2;...; l of maximum length in S1 by choosing i1  1, and then select
the remaining terms such that for each 1 U t U l ÿ 1, if it < j < it1 , then
mit > mj . Next let S2  S1 ÿ A1 and select the nondecreasing subsequence of
maximum length A2 from S2 in the same way that A1 was selected from S1 . More
generally, given Si and Ai with Si ÿ Ai 0 h, let Si1  Si ÿ Ai and select Ai1
from Si1 in the same way that A1 was selected from S1 . It follows that for some r
r
the disjoint subsequences A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Ar of S1 are such that S1  6i1 Ai . Let ai be
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the largest element in Ai for each i 1 U i U r, (i.e. ai be the last element of Ai ).
From the de®nition of the selection of the subsequences, it is clear that a1 > a2
>    > ar . If r V k 1=2 , then the required monotone sequence a1 > a2 >    > ar
exists. If not, then for some i, the subsequence Ai has at least k 1=2 terms. If this
occurs, then there is no loss of generality in assuming that the subsequence Ai is in
fact A1 . Then, since 1 U g U h U l implies mig U mih and nig > nih , it follows that
the subsequence fmi0j gj1; 2;...; l is strictly decreasing and has length l V k 1=2 .
(2) First set mi0  mi00  mi and consider the sequences fmi gi1; 2;...; k and

fmi gi1; 2;...; k . By an argument similar to the proof of (1), either fmi gi1; 2;...; k has a
strictly monotone subsequence of length k 1=3 or fmi gi1; 2;...; k has a strictly
monotone subsequence of length k 2=3 (the same selection process used in (1) either
yields r V k 1=3 or, for some i, the subsequence Ai has at least k 2=3 terms). Thus, we
are done unless fmi gi1; 2;...; k has a strictly monotone subsequence of length at
r
least k 2=3 . In this case, apply Lemma 5(1) to get the required subsequence.
Lemma 6. Let G be a graph of order n and size n  t containing a cycle of length n
or n ÿ 1, a triangle, and at least cn odd cycles of di¨erent lengths for some positive
constant c. Then,
exists
some positive constant k  k c such that G contains
pthere


n 1=3
;n
even cycles of di¨erent lengths.
at least k min
t
Proof. Let C be a cycle of G of maximum length and T be a triangle of G with at
least two vertices belonging to C. The proof will be divided into two cases.
Case 1. Two (respectively three) vertices of T belong to k2 n odd cycles of di¨erent
lengths for some constant k2 .
Let C1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cp with p V k2 n be these cycles with jV Cj j  nj , for n1 > n2
>    > np . We can assume that no positive fraction, say 12, of these cycles contain
exactly one edge (respectively two edges) of T; otherwise, replacing this edge (two
edges) of T by the other two (the third one), we would get the required number of
even cycles.
Set ni  mi  mi0 (respectively ni  mi  mi0  mi00 ) where mi and mi0 (respectively mi , mi0 and mi00 ) denote the lengths of the two (respectively three) cycles determined by the chords of the cycle formed by the edge (respectively the three
edges) of T. We can assume that mi V mi0 (respectively mi V mi0 V mi00 ). From
Lemma 5, at least one of the sequences fmi gi1; 2;...; p or fmi0 gi1; 2;...; p (respectively
fmi gi1; 2;...; p fmi0 gi1; 2;...; p or fmi00 gi1; 2;...; p ) contains a strictly monotone subsequence of length at least p 1=2 (respectively of length at least p 1=3 ). So, we can
extract a strictly monotone sequence of at least k3 n 1=2 (respectively k3 n 1=3 ) cycles
of the same parity that contain exactly one edge of T. Changing this edge for the
two other edges of T if necessary, we get at least kn 1=3 even cycles of di¨erent
lengths for some constant k.
Case 2. At most one vertex of T belongs to k2 n odd cycles of di¨erent lengths.
Let C1 ; . . . ; Cp , for p V k2 n, be the odd cycles of di¨erent length containing at
most one vertex of T. For Cr , de®ne the 2-distance (along the cycle C) of Cr to T as
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follows. Among vertices of Cr , we only consider vertices x `closest' to T such that
either x A T or there is some vertex y A T ÿ Cr such that C x; y V Cr  h or
C y; x V Cr  h. We will denote by Xr the set of these vertices x and by Pr the set
of all the corresponding paths of the form Cx; y if C x; y V Cr U T  h or
C y; x if C y; x V Cr U T  h. If both paths exist, then choose just one of these
paths. We also consider a path of length zero if x A T. The 2-distance of Cr to T
will be the ordered pair d1r ; d2r , where d1r is the minimum length of a path in Pr
and d2r > 0 is the second minimum length of a path in Pr that is vertex disjoint
from the minimum length path. Assume that d1r (respectively d2r ) corresponds to
the path P1r between x1r A Xr and y1r A T (respectively P2r between x2r A Xr ÿ
fx1r g and y2r A T ÿ f y1r g). Then clearly y1r y2r A T, and because d2r > 0, the third
vertex of T is not in Cr . Moreover, d1r and d2r can take at most 6t  1 di¨erent
values, since jEj  n  t and there are at most 2t endvertices of chords in C. Thus,
k3 n
for some constant k3 , there at least 2 cycles of fC1 ; . . . ; Cp g, say D, which have
t
the same 2-distance d1 ; d2  to T.
For one of those cycles, say Cr A D, let x1r , x2r , y1r , y2r , P1r , and P2r be de®ned
as above with d1r ; d2r   d1 ; d2 . Let mr be the length of the longest path on Cr
between x1r and x2r , and mr0 be the length of the shortest path. Applying Lemma 5,
we get a strictly monotone subsequence among the fmi g or the fmi0 g of length at
p
n
for some constant k4 . Assume for example, with no loss of generality,
least k4
t
p
n
among the longest
that we have a strictly monotone subsequence of length k4
t
paths fmi g. Then for each cycle Cj , corresponding to the strictly monotone subsequence obtained above, we get even cycle lengths as follows. Replace the corresponding shortest paths of length mj0 with paths P1j and P2j . Furthermore, add
either y1j y2j or the path of length two in the triangle between y1j and y2j . In this
way we obtain even cycle lengths equal to mj  d1  d2  1 or mj  d1  d2  2,
for each j. Thus at least one half of all the lengths are distinct. This will give, for
p
n
even cycles of di¨erent lengths.
r
some constant k5 , at least k5
t
With these lemmas, in particular with Lemmas 4 and Lemma 6, we can now
give a short proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that G ful®lls the hypothesis
Theorem
 of
p
 1. Then
 by

n 1=3 p
;n
; t even
Lemmas 4 and 6, G contains at least p t  k max min
t
p
n
for
cycles of di¨erent lengths. The function p t is equal to kn 1=3 for t < n 1=6 , k
t
p

n 1=6 < t < n 1=3 and k t for t > n 1=3 . All of these values are greater than n 1=6 .
Moreover, p n 1=3   kn 1=6 .
r
The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 can also be used to deal with
the case when there is no triangle, which is the situation in Theorem 3.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let G be a hamiltonian graph of even order with cn odd
cycles of di¨erent lengths, and let Cn be a hamiltonian cycle in G. Since t chords of
C can yield at most 2 t1 di¨erent cycles, it is clear that Cn has at least t V k1 log2 n
chords for some constant k1 . Moreover, it is easy to check that for any three distinct chords of the hamiltonian cycle Cn , at least one among the three cycles made
with two of the three chords and the corresponding paths on Cn is even. This
implies that at least one, say e, of the t chords of Cn belongstoat least k2 t di¨erent
t
even cycles described above. This follows since there are
di¨erent triples of
3
chords and one pair of chords can appear in at most t ÿ 2 triples. Therefore there
are at least k3 t 2 di¨erent even cycles for some constant k3 .
Assume that e  bc and apply the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 4.
This application can be made without requiring the existence of a triangle, since
k2 t of the cycles containing e and some other chord are even, and it is this set of
cycles that is generated by the proof of Lemma 4, except in Case 1.2. The only
di½culty that could occur in Case 1.2 is when Cb; c is odd. In this situation, the
path that is just the edge e and the path Cc; b have di¨erent parity, so a parity
adjustment can be made to insure even cycles. Therefore,
using the proof of
p
p
Lemma 4 we can conclude that G contains at least k3 t V k log2 n even cycles of
di¨erent lengths.
r
The bounds in Theorem 4 on the length of even cycles in a graph containing all
odd cycles can be proved by simple counting arguments.
Proof of Theorem 4. If the smallest even cycle has length at most 4m, then all odd
cycles with length at most 4m  1 have no chords, and also no pair of such cycles
of length less than 2m  1 can share more than one vertex. Thus, the number of
di¨erent vertices in these odd cycles is at least 3  4     m  1  m  2, and
p
m  3 m  2 m 2
>
. Hence, m < 2n and G has an even cycle of
so n V
2 p
2
length less than 4 2n. If we denote the triangle in G by T  abc, then one of the
n  3
. Thus, there is an even cycle
edges ab, bc, ca yields a cycle of length at least
3
n  3
that can be obtained from this cycle by using, if
of length at least
3
necessary, the other two edges of the triangle T.
r
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